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1. The op amplifier, shown as Fig.l, is ideal with output saturation levels of ±12 V. Assume that when 

conducting the diode exhibits a constant voltage drop of 0.7 V. (a)Piease find VA, V0 and v_ for Vr=+lV 

(6%)(b) Please find VAl V0 and v_ for Vr=-lV (6%) (c) find the average output voltage obtained when Vz is 

a symmetrical square wave of 1-kHz frequency, 5-V amplitude and zero average. (3%) 

Fig. 1 

2. A shunt voltage regulator consists of a Zener diode supplied by a constant current of 10 mA. At this 

operating current the Zener resistance is sn and the Zener voltage is 6.8 V. The circuit and diode 1-V 

characteristics are shown in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b), respectively. If the regulator is loaded by a resistor of 2k0, 

the output voltage decreased by __ mV.(lO%) 

Fig.2(a) 
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2. In the circuit of Fig. 3, the NMOS transistor has I Vt I =0.9V and V A=SO V and operates with Vo=2V. Find the 

V0 /Vi = __ V/V o (10%) 

4. In the circuit of Fig. 4, V5;g is a small sine-wave signal with zero average. The transistor has P=lOO. (a) When 

theRe= __ n, the transistor has a de emitter current of about IE=O.S mA(S%) (b) When the Rc= __ Cl, the 

transistor has a de collector voltage of about Vc=S V(S%) (c) When the RL= 10 kn and r o= 200 kn, the overall 

voltage gain Av= V0 /Vsig = __ V/V. (5%) (~"F JO 
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5. A feedback circuit is shown in Fig. 5, find (a) louJhn and (b) Rout· Assume the transistors to have ~=100 and 

VA=75 v. (20%) 
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Fig. 5 



6. In Fig. 6, find the digita·llogic relationship between Y and A, B, C, and D. (15%) 
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Fig. 6 

7. For the circuit in Fig. 7 in which the transistors have VsE=0.7 V and P=100, find 9meq, V0 /v;, and Rin· (15%) 
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